● C-section, maternal mortality and healthcare trauma
● Criminal justice and political prisoners
● Activism
● Domestic & Community violence
● Mental health
● Organizations for, by and about black women

When searching ..... Maximize your results

| masculinity | feminine | african american | discriminat* |
| manhood | gender | black woman | racism |
| gender | matriarchy | negro* | racist |
| patriarchy | Female | race (racism, etc.) | segregation |
| male | women | colored | prejudice |

GATHER BACKGROUND | GET TO KNOW YOUR SUBJECT

Wikipedia
Oxford African American Studies Center
Encyclopedia of African American Culture and History
Digital Schomberg

ALICE / OHIOLINK / ILL (interlibrary loan)

at least 4 books, university press or trade press w/ reputation

● TITLE OF BOOK: Black Sexual Politics > follow the SUBJECTS
● Look for the author, what else has she written
● use your subject headings
● find a good call #, browse (the stacks)
● Note SUBJECT HEADINGS
● Don’t forget OHIOLINK

DATABASES

At least 5 journal articles

ARTICLESPLUS

EX: African american women mental health
african american women and mental health
African american women and “mental health”

LIMITER/REFINE/MODIFY
DATE: 2010-2019
SUBJECT: AFRICAN AMERICANS

TYPES OF SOURCES
- Trade
- Magazine
- Journal
- News

OTHER DATABASES

SCHOLARLY FULL TEXT (all disciplines)
- JSTOR
- EJC - Electronic Journal Center

DISCIPLINE SPECIFIC DATABASES
- America History & Life
- Ethnic News Watch
- Gender Studies Database
- Left Index
- Sociological Collection
- Women’s Studies International

NEWSPAPERS (at least 1 mainstream newspaper)

US Historical
- Los Angeles Times (1881-1886) (1MILIT886-1988)
- New York Times (1851-1857) (1857-3 yrs ago)

Newspaper Databases: US Newsstream
- Americas Newspapers
- Nexis Uni
**NEWSPAPERS (at least 3 major AFRICAN AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS)**

**AAS Historical:**
* African American Newspapers (lots of newspapers) (1887-1998)
  ● Chicago Defender 1909-present
  ● Pittsburgh courier-1911 -present

**IMAGES**

Digital Schomberg: [https://www.nypl.org/about/locations/schomburg/digital-schomburg/images](https://www.nypl.org/about/locations/schomburg/digital-schomburg/images)

Library of Congress: [https://www.loc.gov/collections; (Home Page)](https://www.loc.gov/collections/) or African American history: [https://www.loc.gov/collections/?fa=subject%3Aafrican+american+history](https://www.loc.gov/collections/?fa=subject%3Aafrican+american+history)

New York Public Library Digital: [https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/](https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/)

For example: [https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47df-1e8f-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99](https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47df-1e8f-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99)

**INTERVIEWS - (at least 2 interviews)**

**VIDEO PRIMARY SOURCES for INTERVIEWS**

**AVON:** Academic Video Online

**Meet the Press:**

“The Negro Report, written by Moynihan”

**Tony Brown’s Journal**

For example with Angela Davis

**Kanopy** - search “African American” - just have a look at the titles

**STATE OR GOVERNMENT WEBSITE (at least 1)**

From Government Document subject guide: How to identify an agency of government

Or try african americans and **SUBJECT** site:.gov
Used 20 Minimum sources outlined above to construct video narrative.

Clearly demonstrates significant critical research embedded and utilized for project

**TOPIC: 4 CRITICAL QUESTIONS**

At least two sources from Archives

One university archive source (or a third general archive source)

At least three major African American newspapers,

At least one major mainstream newspaper,

At least four books (must be University Press or reputable Trade Press),

At least five journal articles,

Two interviews (in person or via existing video)

At least one State or federal government website,

Use of at least one Social Media forum (twitter feed, Facebook comments, Blog comments or email responses to question you may present),

Additional sources--- 2-3 additional sources in terms of securing research content

**IMAGES**
Images for creativity
Images for information/demonstrating research (brochures, tables, graphs, maps etc.)

*Images--- Must include URL for photo, name and date on reference page within video source citation. On each screen where an image appears you must have name of images and date as it correlates to reference page.*
C-section, maternal mortality and healthcare trauma and African Americans blacks

- Check results
- 'find NYT Mag in ALICE

An issue brief published by the Center for American Progress suggests that stress induced by racial discrimination plays a significant role in the high rates of black women’s maternal mortality.

- OMG - WORKED CITED #9
- FIND TITLE IN ARTICLESPLUS OR SCHOLAR
  - GREAT SUBJECT CATEGORIES

- ARTICLES PLUS

C-section, maternal mortality and healthcare trauma

Results?
Get more? HOW?
SUBJECT?
Use SUBJECT and narrow

C-section, maternal mortality and healthcare trauma

C-section OR cesarean section
African Americans keep going db will fill in more word choices

- Organizations for, by and about black women
  - Search particular organization
    - NAACP and women or or or

*Women and the Emergence of the NAACP*

**CHECK OUT RESULTS IN OAAS - women and organizations**
DATABASES
   Gender Studies
   Mental health
   African americans…….
   Women………

   Political Sci Complete
   Activism……
   African american……
   Women …………….

ALICE

   AFRICAN AMERICAN* AND MATERNAL MORTALITY
   AFRICAN AMERICAN* AND HEALTH (or health*)

NEWSPAPERS AAS

Chicago Defender
   LEADS TO USNEWSTREAM
   WOMEN AND PREGNANCY)
Pittsburgh Courier

US NEWSSTREAM MAJOR PAPERS

   AFRICAN AMERICAN* AND “MATERNAL MORTALITY”

   African american* and community violence (w or w/o quotes)

PRIMARY SOURCE
   AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES

   THEMATIC GUIDES